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Crazy, Sexy and Deadly is a compilation of some of Kisha Green's most popular short stories. Take a
journey to a place of mental seduction, love, betrayal, deceit with the perfect splash of erotica to entice the
reader's palate. All women have a beast within but only with the right chemistry can one bring one of the
three out; the crazy, the sexy or the deadly... FEFE’S FREAKY TALE Feona "Fefe" Walker has only one
thing on her mind-pleasure. Before her love can come down, she must select a man to quench her body's
insatiable appetite. NOTHING is off limits in her quest for pure sexual ecstasy. FOOL NO MORE Unlucky
described Leslie Kennedy's love life until she met Malcolm Daniels. Malcolm was the epitome of fine with a
lucrative career in public relations, he was a dream come true.Little did she know the secret he harbored
would change their lives forever. THE PLEASURE PRINCIPLE Laci wanted the finer things but could not
afford it being a waitress, so she decided that being a call girl would cushion her pockets faster. As her bank
account does increase there is someone plotting her demise. You often have to be careful of karma because
she is a bitch and you never know when she might appear to cause havoc and chaos. Like the saying goes,
revenge is dish best-served COLD! LOCKDOWN LUST Lockdown Lust is an erotic short story about
Officer Grant Johnson, a rookie correctional officer at one of the most notorious women's prison. Each day
he is teased, taunted and sometimes entertained by the inmates. Trained to always be aware of his
surroundings, he never thought the one who rarely spoke would engage him in an unspoken conversation that
only their bodies could understand. Does Officer Johnson cross the line and give into temptation or remain a
professional? TIL LIES DO US PART Morgan and Justin are a happily married couple—or so it seems.
Dissatisfied with her marriage and trying to fill that void, Morgan decides to add some excitement to her life
with frequent visits to the Web. With a new found lust for online chat, Morgan begins to live a double life
when she meets Andre, the man of her dreams. In her mind, Andre is her savior and he could do no wrong.
That is until her online world becomes her new reality and secrets are revealed that make her begin to doubt
herself. Caught in a love triangle like no other, Morgan discovers that all is fair in love and war until lies do
us part. HOT YOGA Have you ever met someone for the first time and immediately had an attraction for
them?Meet Carter Hayes, a well-respected, sought after and handsome yoga instructor and Natalie Bell a
carefree young woman who enters Carter’s class just to release some stress and what the two realize is that
their energy cannot be contained nor denied. When it is all over with both will be wondering if it is real or
was it truly just a game of mental seduction.Hot Yoga is an erotic short story that will stimulate as well as
entertain. You will never look at yoga quite the same after reading this. QADIRA “Q” has it all or so it
seems. Who has it out for Q? Is it a long time enemy seeking revenge or a close friend who has turned foe?
You be the judge in this sexy thriller. DICKMITIZED Josiah is back and as usual he is up to no good and is
willing to do anything and everything to make sure he is satisfied. Though he was content with the freedoms
of exploring various women Josiah makes the decision to find one woman to explore his sexual appetite
with. Will she be the latest pawn in his wicked game of sensual delight proving that she is down for
whatever?
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From reader reviews:

William Jimenes:

Now a day people who Living in the era exactly where everything reachable by interact with the internet and
the resources inside it can be true or not call for people to be aware of each information they get. How
individuals to be smart in having any information nowadays? Of course the answer is reading a book.
Reading through a book can help folks out of this uncertainty Information mainly this Crazy, Sexy & Deadly
book because this book offers you rich data and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred
pct guarantees there is no doubt in it you probably know this.

Oliver Crites:

Why? Because this Crazy, Sexy & Deadly is an unordinary book that the inside of the book waiting for you
to snap that but latter it will distress you with the secret it inside. Reading this book adjacent to it was
fantastic author who have write the book in such wonderful way makes the content interior easier to
understand, entertaining approach but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you because of
not hesitating having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of
benefits than the other book have such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking method.
So , still want to hesitate having that book? If I were being you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Marie Nitta:

Playing with family in a very park, coming to see the sea world or hanging out with pals is thing that usually
you will have done when you have spare time, after that why you don't try factor that really opposite from
that. A single activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you
are ride on and with addition details. Even you love Crazy, Sexy & Deadly, you can enjoy both. It is fine
combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh come on its mind hangout
people. What? Still don't have it, oh come on its called reading friends.

Jacquelin Vasquez:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your time to upgrading your mind
expertise or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book as
compared to can satisfy your short period of time to read it because this all time you only find book that need
more time to be read. Crazy, Sexy & Deadly can be your answer given it can be read by anyone who have
those short free time problems.
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